
 

The Nature of Mindfulness – 2
minute activities – Primary
 

Teacher preparation

Overarching learning goal:

The aim of these 2 minute activities is to
create ‘first hand’ experiences for children to
connect with nature - and feel part of it!
Students are given opportunities to cultivate
present moment awareness via natural
metaphors, examples and activities, and to
‘sow seeds’ for personal discoveries and
growth. In time, mindfulness becomes a way
of life, as calm and considered choices can begin to replace impulsive,
unconscious reactions.

Teacher’s background information:

Video: Mindfulness in Schools: Richard Burnett
(https://youtu.be/DR70AOjJ7GA)

The benefits of mindfulness
We are a culture increasingly becoming addicted to instant
communication and ever-changing technologies. While technologies
such as mobile phones bring wonderful opportunities, children are
spending more and more time being passively engaged in these
technologies rather than actively engaging in the world around them.
This includes the natural world and our environment. There is growing
concern about the lack of time young people spend in nature and the
consequences of this disconnect.
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The practices of mindfulness and meditation offer people of all ages an
effective path to develop healthy responses to the chaotic world around
them (and often inside of them). The key benefit of meditation and
mindfulness is developing self-knowledge, or learning about what’s
going on inside. This positively influences student well being, emotional
intelligence and resilience. Other benefits include improved
concentration, sharpened focusing abilities and simply being calm and
still.

It is important to clarify the differences between relaxation and
mindfulness:

Relaxation: Activities such as reading a book, eating an ice-
cream or lying in the shade can be considered relaxation
activities.
Mindfulness: These same relaxation activities can become
mindful activities by becoming more aware. Learning to observe
the self and bringing attention fully to the present moment is
key to mindful activities. Mindfulness requires practice (although
some would argue that the same could be said for relaxation!)

Find out more by reading:

Benefits of Spending Time in Nature Factsheet
The Benefits of Mindfulness Infographic
Tips for Getting your Class Outside

Hot tips:

Have a go at these practices and feel the benefits for yourself.
These activities are presented as a 'script'. Read the script to
your students, taking time to pause whenever you see "..."
Where possible complete these activities outside in nature.
When it comes to taking classes outside, support is key. For best
results team up with fellow teachers and share ideas and
materials.
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https://www.coolaustralia.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/The-benefits-of-spending-time-in-nature.pdf
https://www.coolaustralia.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/The-benefits-of-mindfulness.pdf.pdf
https://www.coolaustralia.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/TIps-for-getting-your-class-outside.pdf


 

 

Teaching sequence

2 Minute Activities: Developing Natural Body Awareness

Explain to students the purpose of mindfulness: mindfulness is a way to
take good care of the mind; to notice where it is and wise ways to use
it.

Noticing is a skill. It is a skill that we can practice to help our minds
work better. We can notice what we need to be healthy, happy and
choose well each day. When we practice being mindful, we practice
paying attention to build a stronger and kinder mind.

When we notice nature, it helps our minds and bodies calm down and
feel better. Noticing nature helps everyone remember that we all
belong to the natural world, like one big family.

Use these practices as ‘mindful entry points’ for united focused
attention in your classroom. These activities can be used at the
beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a lesson. You can share these
activities separately or as a sequential unit. Alternatively, undertake
one a day for a period of a week. Where possible, share these practices
outside.

Note: use the spaces ( … ) in the following scripts to allow time for
children to be present in the moment and fully register the experience
in their bodies. 

Activity 1: Mindful Wave Breathing - Standing Practice

Script:

Standing with space between your feet … let’s begin by noticing your
hands … and let one hand rest against your heart and the other on
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your tummy. Noticing the breath moving inside you … … just like
waves … … rolling up, as you breathe in … down as you breathe out …
… up … … and down.

Returning your hands to the sides of your body … taking a big, deep
breath in … and … breathing out, through your mouth, as you bend
forward… … making a wave with your body as your hands come down
towards your feet … … pausing down there … … take a big, deep
breath in through your nose … and let a new wave flow upwards … all
through your body …as it returns to being tall again … … with your
hands floating over your head … … breathing out again, feeling the
wave roll down, bending forward … … pausing … and breathing in, let
another wave flow through your body as it returns to being tall again …
pausing … letting your hands return to rest beside you … staying tall …
noticing your body becoming quiet and still … … … noticing your
breath settling inside you … as the ‘waves’ slow down … slowing down
… to feel like soft ripples!

Take a breath ... and a moment … to notice how your body feels now.
 

The Nature of Mindfulness: Mindful Wave Breathing
(https://soundcloud.com/cool-australia/track-1-cool-aust)

How to use this audio recording: Teachers may listen to the audio in
preparation for this activity, as it provides a model for how they can run
the session themselves. Alternatively, teachers may simply play the
recording directly to students if they prefer (audio equipment required).

 

Activity 2. Mindful Standing - Waking up the Body

Script:

Let’s begin by bringing our feet so close together that your legs feel
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like a sandwich … Perhaps your body feels like a stiff, hard pole! Now
take a step to the side and feel your body move … and, just like a
young elephant that is slowly waking up: wake up your body! As you
breathe in, move one foot up … and as you breathe out … bring your
foot down to the floor. Now, as you breathe in, move the other foot up
and as you breathe out … bring this foot down to the floor. Breathing
in, letting one foot rise, and breathing out. Let the foot back down …
one side … and then the other.

Now, let your hands move with your feet … breathing in, letting one
hand rise up with the foot and leg … and breathing out. Hand and foot
lowering down … and then, letting the other hand rise up with the foot
and leg.

To finish, imagine that you are a little elephant that has just gotten wet
… so now you can ‘shake off’ the water … shaking through one foot …
and up through the leg … then the other foot, and up through the leg.
Then shaking through the hands … and up through the arms … letting
your arms float up to your head as they shake. Finally, have a shake all
through your body … and let the shaking slow down, and slow down
some more … until you become still, ready to notice what will happen
next.

Take a breath … and a moment … to notice how your body feels now.
 

Activity 3: Making Mindful Shapes - Standing Practice

Script:

Nature has all kinds of shapes and sizes. We can notice that our bodies
can be all kinds of shapes and sizes too. Let’s notice our bodies move
and change from being stiff and tight to soft and loose with a ‘mindful
Nature’ version of ‘Simon Says'.

Be a heavy, hard, big rock ... … and notice what shape your body
wants to be … … then be a slippery, creeping, wobbly Octopus … and
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notice how your body feels and moves … …

Be a massive, still, majestic mountain … … and notice what shape your
body wants to be … … then be a light, soft, flitting feather … and
notice how your body feels and moves … …

Be a tall, old, straight tree … and notice what shape your body wants
to be … … and then be a misty, airy, floaty cloud … and notice how
your body feels and moves … …

Be a still, shimmery, beautiful blue lake … and notice what shape your
body wants to be … …

And then be an elephant … and notice how your body feels and moves
…

Be a green, shiny, pointy leaf, hanging on a tree, swaying in the breeze
… and notice what shape your body wants to be … …

Be a light, lively, colourful butterfly … … and notice how your body
feels and moves … … ...and let your ‘butterfly body’ find a place to
land and rest … …

And feel your body return to being you… ... quiet and still … what
shape would your body like to be now?

Take a breath … and a moment … to notice how your body feels now.
Activity 4. Coming to Life with Movement - Crouching to
Standing

Script:

Nature is always creating life. Every moment, everywhere, a new plant,
insect, animal and human comes to life.

Let’s notice now what it feels like to come to life! Find your place and
space to be … to become very, very small, on the floor or ground. Let’s
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pretend to be a teeny, tiny seed. Perhaps you could roll your body into
a little small ball … imagining that you are waiting … … for the soft,
moist earth to receive the warmth of the sun. Notice what the warm
sun feels like on your back? Let the warmth flow into your back … and
into your whole body … feeling warm all through (does the warmth
make you want to move?) Noticing your body soaking up the warmth
… and … noticing your hands come together to make a shoot … letting
your hands break through the ‘seed shell’ … and grow outwards … and
forwards. Feel your body changing shape … … stretching through your
arms and legs and back … and then … … growing upwards … reaching
for the light! Notice how it feels to kneel … then crouch … and push …
pushing upwards to the sun! Notice how strong your hands and arms,
feet and legs are. Notice how your whole body works together …
letting it stretch … letting it open … and be as tall and strong … … and
as alive as you can be!!

Take a breath … and a moment now … to just be still … and to notice
how your body feels now.
Activity 5: Mindful Balancing - Standing

Script:

Animals and insects are fabulous at balancing! Have you noticed how
birds can balance on one leg, possums can ‘line walk’ along cords, cats
can balance on fences and ants can balance on a leaf of grass as it
sways in the wind!

Let’s notice how you can balance now. Find a spot on the wall inside, or
a tree outside to keep your eyes still and focused. This helps your head
be still … and makes it much easier for your body to balance! Notice
your knees now … and just let them bend a little. Lift up one leg, as
you hold your body still … … and feel where your foot would like to be.
Would your foot like to rest against your ankle? Or just under your knee
on your calf? Or perhaps your foot might like to go all the way to the
top of your leg and press into your thigh? Notice how clever your body
is at balancing! Notice that when you are ready, you can let your arms
slowly … smoothly … move out to the sides of your body … until your
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hands meet above your head … and then let your hands come down to
rest in front of your heart … … Now notice your breathing as your body
balances! Slowly bring your leg back to the ground … and give both
your legs a shake!

Remember to focus your eyes again on your ‘visual balancing spot’ …
and let the other leg find its best balancing space … against your ankle
… pressing against your calf … or right up against your thigh. Notice
your strong, straight spine in the middle of your body … as your strong
leg holds you up. When you are ready, let your hands float up …
meeting above your head … and slide down to your centre … in front
of your heart … Enjoy this feeling of being balanced.

Slowly bring your leg back to the ground … and give both your legs a
shake!

Take a breath … and a moment … to notice how your whole body feels
now … as it rests in balance over your feet and legs.
 

Reflection

Conduct a class discussion about how students felt before, during and
after the activities.

Did their attention wander? Were they able to bring their
attention back to the meditation practice?
How did they feel emotionally? What did they think?
What did they see, touch, smell, feel and hear?
Have they noticed any changes within themselves, in others or
in the class as a whole?

Extension

Ask if any students would like to volunteer to read the script and
lead these sessions on a rotating basis.
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Encourage older children to keep a mindfulness journal so they
can record their feelings, observations and drawings; noting any
changes they have observed in themselves, in others or in the
class as a whole. Alternatively, younger children could conduct
one-on-one interviews with each other to reflect on how they
feel and any changes they may have observed in themselves
and in each other. 
Encourage and remind students to practice these activities
every day, if possible. Discuss some techniques they might use
to ensure they commit to daily practice. Part of this
conversation may include suggestions for students to ensure
they get daily nature time.
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